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Abstract
Study of Native Colombian Tribes: Art as a Means of Inspiration, examines Latin
American art, particularly Indigenous Colombian art as a source of inspiration for the creation of
a series of artworks. This project considers two Colombian tribes: Wayuu and Okaina. It
emphasizes these tribes’ ancestry, history, purpose, and traditions, with the objective of giving
them a voice in a community where they are underrepresented and unknown. This thesis
provides a critical look into the tribe’s traditions and artistic techniques through the creation of a
variety paintings, drawings, and prints. This body of work concentrates on textiles and patterns
from the specific tribes, analyzing how pattern and textiles can be abstracted and understood as
cultural evidence. The artwork is not only inspired by these native tribes but also takes from the
Pattern and Decoration feminist movement as well as the influence of Indigenous art in
contemporary Latin American art. Combined, these elements generate meaning and a connection
to the culture I am currently involved in.
Study of Native Colombian Tribes: Art as a Means of Inspiration, questions: How does
one gain inspiration from cultural backgrounds? In what ways does the artwork created by
Native tribes in Colombia represent the country’s history and characteristics? What is the
purpose of each symbol used in the tribe’s artwork? How does one communicate their own
culture effectively through artwork? What aspects of one's culture are important for the
audience? And what is the importance of communicating my own culture to a culture not
acquainted with it?

Key Words: Painting, Indigenous, Colombia, Art, Pattern and Decoration, Textiles
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Study of Native Colombian Tribes': Art as a Means of Inspiration
Culture is one of the most important aspects of a human being, it shapes our behavior and
identity from the time we are born. It is our lifestyle, and it refers to many aspects such as the
language we use, our values, traditions and beliefs. Pattern and textiles have existed in distinct
ways across culture and throughout history. They can be identifiers in knowing someone’s
culture and beliefs. For the tribes Wayuu and Okaina, this is especially true because these tribes
have used special techniques and patterns in the creation of textiles that identify their own
culture and specific tribe.
Textiles can be interpreted as evidence of human thoughts and actions; they are often
used as cultural testimonies to express aspects of the culture itself. The aim of this project was to
find a way to showcase textiles through a variety of techniques and materials, creating as a
product a finalized work of art. The best way to fulfill this objective was the use of textile
patterns abstracted to shapes and forms where they could be either recognizable or not depending
on the piece’s objective.
Textiles are one of the many elements in culture that use patterns regularly as a way of
communicating ideas. Patterns consist of repeated units, which can be understood as repeated
designs, motifs, imagery, etc. serving as ways of classification and providers of meaning. Pattern
in the artworks introduces the ideas of rhythm, symmetry, repetition, and dimension. which
many of the native Colombian tribes use in their handicrafts and art. These can be seen in many
types of textiles such as knitted, woven, and braided. Most of the Indigenous objects used as an
inspiration to create artwork, are knitted, or woven by Indigenous tribes in Colombia. With every
one of these tribes, having their own special use of color and pattern to communicate a message,
story, or word from their own culture.
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As background to this work, besides being inspired by these Indigenous tribes, a big
inspiration was the feminist movement of Pattern and Decoration from the 1970’s, as well as
how Indigenous art has influenced contemporary Latin American art and the complicated
relationships associated with this.
Pattern and Decoration Movement: Its influence
The Pattern and Decoration movement endorsed a lively and experimental approach to art
making, it went places where according to “high art” it was not supposed to go. Taking as
subject matter places and objects of daily life such as kitchens, carpet shops, fabrics, bedrooms,
etc. “Artists involved in P&D used decoration, pattern, beauty, and visual pleasure as a response
to the restrictive aesthetics of the contemporary art world and its market.” (Swartz, 2007) With
the combined objectives of narrowing the line between art and life, and aiming towards
antihierarchical systems in terms of art making, this movement dissolved the traditional values of
what was considered high and low art.
During the 1960’s and 1970’s abstraction became an extremely limited and minimalistic
dialogue in relation to specific context in Western American art. This limited view gave artists
the drive to participate in art-making practices that relate to the world they saw around them. As
Robert Kushner said: “I think all of us felt like saying, ‘It’s a big world, look at your
grandmother’s quilt, look at the carpet you’ve been standing on, look at that ornament outside
your building, look at what’s happening in other countries. . . Enjoy it, it’s a huge rich visual
feast out there.’” Artists inside the P&D movement paved the way to introduce ideas and expand
on existing ideas about contemporary American art.
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Art inspired by imagery of domestic places, memories, the beautiful and the sentimental
is one of the main qualities of this art movement. Artists such as Valerie Jaudon, Joyce Kozloff,
Miriam Schapiro, and Ned Smyth, initiate this movement by creating work related to their
personal surroundings and perspectives. These artists ask questions such as What are the
boundaries of art making? And how could you transgress these boundaries? They explored their
visual culture, leading them to become acquainted and passionate about thigs such as ornaments,
women’s hand work, non-western forms and travel motifs as a source of inspiration. Artists were
not looking for imagery to use as their own, they sought options to create and celebrate where
these motifs and images came from, bringing art “to a new generation of artists who regard their
works as homage to all the thousands of ornament-crafters over the centuries, or alternatively as
a contribution to the liberation of women and by consequence a contribution to contemporary
life.” (Szeemann, 1979). With this, it can be inferred that artists seek to celebrate cultural
diversity and heritage, with a serious purpose on celebrating as well as communicating personal
knowledge even with the creation of what was considered then, low art made playfully.
The art works created as a result from this research, are representations of cultural
objects, surroundings, and ideas. The aim of the work is to contribute to the community’s
diversity and knowledge but also to introduce a body of work with a subject matter that is not
commonly considered important or that belongs to a high art category. The use of objects and
textiles from Indigenous tribes as inspiration make also dovetail with the Pattern and Decoration
movement. The work is created through abstractions of shapes and colors to communicate
cultural significance and memory, with the aim of celebrating Colombian and Colombian
Indigenous culture. The art itself is not made to be looked at as a beautiful object or imply glance
at its surface but is meant to be scanned and analyzed in terms of intention. For example, Valerie
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Jaudon’s work prompts the audience to scan the works of art and look at them through the
artist’s intention, focusing on the work slowly, moving across the surface measurably. Carmean
Jr. commented on the way Jaudon’s work prompts the audience to scan the artwork, “Jaudon’s
smaller and more numerous bands continually seek a point of reference. Ultimately, they group
with other adjacent elements, creating various focal points. The foci are scattered over the
surface, and as one’s eye shifts away, the separate elements dissolve and are assimilated into new
groupings.” This description of Jaudon’s work depicts the way the artwork transmits its content
by using pattern as a way to fill the space and focus on the structures of the work and the artistic
intention, instead of focusing on the aesthetic experience. The work made from this research
encompasses this statement by considering different focal points and creates a pattern that fills
up the entire composition. In doing so, it generates a specific way to travel around the piece and
provides a complex visual stimuli that requires the audience to pay close attention to the color
and paint application technique.
Besides the introduction of different aesthetics and subject matters, the Pattern and
Decoration movement highlighted the conflicting distinctions made through art history between
fine art and craft. Amy Goldin an American art critic in the 60’s, provided the movement with
one of the first theoretical frameworks by describing the function and value of pattern. She
emphasized how decoration must be seen with the same intensity as art. In her article “Patterns,
Grids and Painting” she stated that pattern was the direction to avoid modernist assumptions and
egocentrism. By researching about Islamic art, she widened her perspective and managed to
compare non-western vs western art discourses, and the importance given to each one in the
current art world. She helped artists “to appreciate the ascribed beauty of world art, rather than
deferring to the supposedly intrinsic qualities of Western modernism” (Swartz, 2007). Criticism
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arising from this practice postured that artists were stealing from different cultures and
promoting cultural imperialism. Another way to consider this practice is to view the resultant
work as giving a voice to these underrepresented cultures in the art world, learning about patterns
within many different cultures and contributing to the diversity inside the contemporary art
sphere. For example, learning from Islamic art and culture in the P&D movement contributed to
a different way of using flamboyant and arabesque images, which provided a way to celebrate
culture and decoration on the level that high art was celebrated.
In relation to Indigenous Colombian art, the work created serves to celebrate cultural
diversity as well as provide a different perspective on the value given to Colombian Indigenous
crafts. The work itself is inspired in various objects created by the Wayuu and the Okaina,
objects such as baskets, clothing, places to rest, etc. These objects are commonly viewed as
representations of culture but not as artistic objects themselves. By abstracting them through a
technique considered within the realm of high art, I aim to blur the line between craft and art
without removing the main subject from the work which is the tribe itself. The work provides a
way to celebrate and appreciate the richness of color and pattern in the objects created by these
Colombian Indigenous tribes.
For the P&D movement, travel and non-western imagery, were used as inspiration for the
different works of art created. It provided a degree of cultural sensibility and appreciation that
was not common in artists during the 60’s and 70’s and remains uncommon today. The
imperialist view of the United States influenced artists through history and affected how art was
perceived, as Valerie Jaudon and Joyce Kozloff say in their article: “Art Hysterical Notions of
Progress and Culture”, language has been used to communicate moral superiority, and with this
came various words to describe ‘high art’ which included man, mankind, the individual man,
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individuality, the Greeks, the Romans, the English, Christianity, war, virility, violence, brutality,
dynamism, power, etc. Meanwhile ‘low art’ was described with words such as Africans,
Orientals, Indians, peasants, the lower classes, women, children, savages, pagans, sensuality,
pleasure, tattoos, ornament, decoration, weaving, patterns, domesticity, wallpaper, fabrics, etc.
According to this it can be said that colonialism is often related to what it was considered as
‘high art’ due to the declaration of ornamental objects from the Orient, Indians and Africans as
primitive and savage; artists who decided to follow this type of imagery or decorative impulses
were considered impotent or decadent. The paintings and prints in this series consider objects
from colonized cultures and gives them a voice without the intention of changing or
appropriating that culture. Considering Indigenous objects as the main inspiration for this body
of work challenges the idea that these objects were not supposed to be in places of ‘high art’, and
critiques the idea that colonialism determined what was considered art and the different
categories objects needed to fall into when being seen as art.
Indigenous Art and Contemporary Latin American Art
Indigenous Art in the eyes of Contemporary Latin American Art has always been
considered primitive. The complex relationship between primitivism and art has been based on
the idea of the other. “Otherness” in this context can be seen as the quality or fact of being
different from what is considered the dominant group; it is central to “how majority and minority
identities are constructed, and in this case, how these identities are formed through visual
language.” (Newman, 2015) This is evident in the complex relationship Indigenous cultures have
had throughout history with the predominant Western culture often elevated as superior and in
opposition from other cultures. In doing so, these marginalized Indigenous cultures are robbed of
a voice on the social, political and religious world; they are not allowed to tell their own stories,
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define themselves or be considered as equal, but rather they are expected to follow descriptions
and fit into categories assigned to them by the dominant group.
Primitivism in art is a label created for those without formal artistic training or education.
Historically, it has been attributed to art from certain cultures that were considered as “primitive”
by Western society, cultures such as Indigenous, African or Pacific. “Primitivism refers to the
abiding belief that non-Western cultures and peoples of color were, by definition, primal,
uncivilized, and in need of the civilizing influences of European powers.” (Newman, 2015)
Therefore, the way the native and Indigenous has been portrayed through history influenced the
way art depicted those inside this idea of the “Other”. Additionally, it can be said that it all
started with the way Europe represented the New world in their museums and collections. In the
19th century Europe had a great interest on exotic objects and cultural artifacts, having
archaeologists, anthropologists, historians, and ethnographers begin documenting every object
acquired from these New World and ancient cultures. This appropriation strongly determined
how the world was supposed to be seen through the eyes of western civilization, causing artists
at the time to reproduce these descriptions and perspectives. In the shadow of this imperialist
influence, Latin America inherited this way of seeing the world, affecting how people who were
not of European descent were seen: the Indigenous inhabitants within Latin America were
labeled as “Other”. A resultant caste system was created, causing a person’s social class to be
determined on how pure blooded they were. Meanwhile, Europeans considered all people in
Latin America as Other, inside these countries, the caste system reinforced the idea of Other as
being Indigenous. The continued representation of Eurocentric discourses caused art to
emphasize the notion of European superiority, reflecting on the fear Europeans had of cultural
hybridity which posed a threat to what they considered civilization.
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This drive from the European civilization to conquer and exploit new lands caused the
creation of what is considered ‘primitive’, an attraction or fascination to the exotic and mythic.
In terms of Latin America, the primitive was the new, colonized land whose savage people had
strange customs. These stereotypes perpetuated an image that was repeated frequently by the
dominant culture, “an image can be repeated and believed to be true as a stereotype because it is
disseminated through popular culture as the ‘first’ image which thus becomes ‘truth’ through
replication” (Newman, 2015), causing people to replicate and believe what was being portrayed
as primitive within the context of Latin American culture. Through art, Western artists used the
concept of primitivism to appropriate and replicate Indigenous cultures for their own purposes.
An example of this is the exhibition “Primitivism in 20th Century Art: Affinity of Tribal and
Modern” at the Museum of Modern Art; this exhibition stated that major artistic movements such
as modernism and postmodernism had their roots on the term ‘primitivism’, however the
Indigenous and Pre-Columbian influences were ignored because they were considered archaic
and not part of the high culture of art. Yet, even if it was ignored, the ‘primitive’ influenced
aspiring artists in Latin America contributing to questioning Latin American identity outside the
boundaries of what was said by the Western culture.
“For much of Latin America, the ensuing transculturation of
European primitivism since the avant-garde is characterized by a shift
from a psychoanalytic (individual and universalist) to an
anthropological (collective and regionalist) outlook. This shift
responded to a desire for finding Latin American identity in a nonWestern cultural substrate or otherwise founding an identity based on
difference…” (Camayd – Freixas, 2000)
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The shift from reproducing European identity to a collective desire of finding the Latin
American identity based on difference and tradition caused the creation of movements such as
Magical Realism and a hybridity that characterizes and changes Latin American discourses.
Artists were forced to depart from the recreation of European art to finding new ways of creating
their own historical and cultural backgrounds. This initiates the search for cultural authenticity
generating a certain level of pressure on Latin America. Additionally, smaller movements
emerged such as Universal Constructivism, (which emphasized on seeking the definition of what
it meant to be American by using primitive art, rooted in the traditions of the continent,
especially aspects of Indigenous visual culture); another movement is the Indigenist Art
movement which looks towards Indigenous communities as a way of revindication and
revalorization of their traditions and culture.
It can be said that Indigenous characteristics and primitivist inspiration united Latin
American art and differentiated it from European art, having the concept of “otherness” be
transformed into a concept that included uniqueness and singularity determining a small degree
of independence from the European world view. The Indigenous has become part of the cultural
past and present of Latin America, an essential aspect of this culture and the creation of art based
on the Latin American identity. Therefore, the art pieces inspired on this research and the tribes
Wayuu and Okaina, touch on the Indigenous past and present and how it is understood by people
who are immersed in the Western culture.
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The Mochila Wayuu Tradition as Inspiration
The Mochila, (similar object to a handbag), is a representation of many different
Colombian Indigenous tribes, it identifies them and embodies a symbol of life due to these
objects having carried all the adversity and happiness these communities have endured. The
Wayuu are no exception, behind every color and pattern they showcase the beauty and hardships
of living as an Indigenous person in la Guajira. Outsiders can perceive the abstractions of their
daily life weaved into every Wayuu bag in different ways. The Wayuu are an Indigenous
Colombian tribe located in the north part of Colombia and Venezuela, in the Guajira peninsula.
The tradition of weaving comes from very ancient myths where it is said that Waleker, a spider,
taught Wayuu women how to weave. Weaving is considered a feminine duty as well as part of
initiation rites of girls to womanhood. During this rite girls are secluded from the community and
taught the Wayuu traditions, including weaving. Learning this intricate type of creation
facilitates a girl’s introduction to society as majayut (young women). Textiles and the tradition of
weaving respond to a sentiment, spirituality, and a basic need for survival; what women weave is
used to obtain food, as clothing, as means of transportation for food and objects, and as places to
rest and share with others.
One of the main interests of this research in the Wayuu bag is its direct relationship to
women as well as how is used as a symbol of the matriarchal structure of society inside the
Wayuu community. It is an object that gives voice and importance to a historically
underrepresented gender through the beauty of pattern and color. The Wayuu fabrics are
decorated with colorful geometric kanás (Fig. 1 & 2), which names allude to situations and
objects of the Wayuu daily routine, their natural environment, and their worldview. People are
attracted to the mochilas due to their unique pattern and color; they look like they had a life of
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their own.

Figure 11

Figure 2 2

Within the Mochila Wayuu there’s history and the many challenges people have had to
encounter in the Guajira Peninsula, transmitted through the abstraction of reality and their dayto-day life to color and shapes. The following pieces were created with the objective of
acknowledging the Wayuu as well as celebrating their culture within the personal memories of
the artist. Each piece was created with the inspiration of personally owned mochilas as well as
the research of patterns and color related to the Wayuu as well as personal experiences.

1 Figure 1: kanás example from the book “ Iwouya – Como las estrellas que anuncian la llegada de las
lluvias. La Guajira a través del tejido” by Liliana Villlegas
2
Figure 2: kanás example from the book “ Iwouya – Como las estrellas que anuncian la llegada de las
lluvias. La Guajira a través del tejido” by Liliana Villlegas
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“Susu de Diario 1”, is an abstraction of a mochila Wayuu
with a combination of kanás representing the interweaving
of roads as well as overlapping figures and objects in dayto-day life. The colors used in this painting represent the
vivid colors seen in objects and hammocks within the
Wayuu culture, however, they also hold a relationship to
my personal memories of Colombia and the colors that
remind me of home.

“Susu de Diario 2” (left) and “Susu de Diario 3” (right), are mochilas without kanás except from
the ones used in the hanging strap. The hanging strap kanás represent the overlapping of the
material used to build ceiling in the Wayuu community, representing the concept of home and
safety for the Wayuu and for myself. The color used emphasizes use instead of the look and
significance of the object, I wanted it to be a saturated color but also look as if it was worn out
and dirty due to its daily use.
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“Susu de Diario 4”, is another abstraction with different
kanás from the other paintings, this one represents the
imagery in objects such as the ‘totumo’, which is a small
bowl for water and to collect milk from cows. The colors
represent the atmosphere and warmth of the place where
the Wayuu live, la Guajira, as well as the traditional colors
used in the clothing of the woman who make these woven
designs.

“Mochilas”, is a representation of the
diversity in color and meaning within the
Wayuu community and culture. Even
though these are not complete
abstractions, the use of plain color and
shapes to represent the mochilas relates
to the Pattern and Decoration movement
by abstracting objects into patterns and
shapes. The number of bags and the
creation of no boundaries of the piece
alludes to the unknown knowledge that
there is still to learn from Indigenous
cultures such as the Wayuu.
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Okaina, Fique and Inspiration
The Okaina are an Indigenous community located in the Amazon region in the south of
Colombia. They share this location with a variety of Indigenous communities such as the
Uitotos, Ingas, Boras and more, which causes them to share cultural aspects as well as interact
through marriage and ceremonies.
Within these community both men and women use natural pigments to paint their bodies
and faces with cultural imagery that alludes to the traditional dances that are performed during
ceremonies in the Maloka (a type of house used by Indigenous people of the Amazon). This is
one of the most important practices to represent their traditions and customs. In these painted
designs they use concentric geometry and parallel lines in their arms, legs, face and cheeks; they
replicate what is observed and the natural surroundings, passing from generation-to-generation
specific designs.
Besides body and face painting they create objects such as baskets, ‘chinchorros’ and
handbags, where the way they weave recreates the world around them. Through it, they weave
history and memory through their culture. The main material used for these weavings, is called
fique, it gets cultivated in the Andes, especially in Antioquia, Boyaca and Cauca. It is considered
one of the most important fibers for Indigenous tribes in Colombia. The preparation process of
these fibers is long. It requires of a lot of attention and is usually done by women from beginning
to end. The colors used frequently in the Okaina weavings are red, yellow and black, to represent
their surroundings as well as the colors used in their ceremonies, face and body paintings. The
following pieces are abstractions of the material as well as the objects the Okaina create and use
in their daily life, they are also related to personal memories as well as emotions through the
shapes and forms they create.
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“Woven Depth”, is an abstraction of the Fique material
used in baskets woven by the Okaina. It is part of a series
of drawings and paintings to represent the material
through different techniques and colors. The depth in the
middle of the image represents uncertainty and the
unknown when in an unknown place culturally. The use
of the basket images represents the domestic as well as
the important role of women in the creation of all these
objects.

“Fique Amarillo(left) and “ Fique Negro” (right) are part of the Fique series. The color in these
pieces represent the dyed yellow and black material used in many of the basket weavings made
by the Okaina. The use of organic shapes is a way to represent the natural material as well as the
handling through knots and weaves.
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“Fique Rojo”, is also part of the Fique
series, however due to the bigger size of this
piece it represents the overwhelming depth
and tangling of emotions when migrating to
an unknown place. It connects the action of
weaving to the action of living in a new
place. The color shades of red used in the
painting are representations of the body
paint used by the Okaina.

“Okaina 1” (left) and “Okaina 2” (right), are a diptych of lithographs, that deals with cultural
heritage and tradition. Both images represent the face paintings with the geometric lines and
figures used. Besides the subjects on both these lithographs are older woman who transmit the
weaving tradition from generation to generation.
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Woven Ideas and Results
The Indigenous and the primitive have always been an essential part for the creation of
art based in Latin American culture and identity. Within my work this is not an exception,
looking towards the Indigenous tribes Okaina and Wayuu as a way of celebrating and
acknowledging culture has been a way to learn about my roots as well as the cultural past of my
home country. The various techniques and objects used within these communities is just a small
portion of what each one has to offer, the amount of history and meaning carried by each object
generation from generation is something that needs to be acknowledged and appreciated by
society.
Having my work in context with the Pattern and Decoration art movement allows the
pieces to interact with the current cultural context of the United States. It generates a relationship
between what this movement stands for and how Indigenous art has been seen throughout time,
as a craft instead of an actual high art piece. The work is created through abstractions of shapes
and colors, like the work within the Pattern and Decoration movement; with the objective of
communicating cultural significance and memory, with the aim of celebrating Colombian and
Indigenous culture. The art itself is not made to be looked at as a beautiful object but is meant to
be scanned and analyzed in terms of intention and meaning. These works aim to blur the line
between craft and art without removing the main subject from the work: the tribe itself. The
work provides a way to celebrate and appreciate the richness of color and pattern in the objects
created by these Colombian Indigenous tribes.
As a result, the research allowed me to generate work that opens the audience to
questions such as: How does one communicate their own culture effectively through artwork?
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What aspects of one's culture are important for the audience? And what is the importance of
communicating my own culture to a culture not acquainted with it? As well as asking myself
how to gain inspiration from a culture and not appropriate its cultural aspects, managing to
celebrate and acknowledge Indigenous communities. When asking questions such as: in what
ways does the artwork created by Native tribes in Colombia represent the country’s history and
characteristics? It was important to research about the influence of Indigenous tribes in Latin
American art to see how they have been used as a way to express history and culture within the
art sphere. It can be said that Indigenous characteristics and primitivist inspiration united Latin
American art and differentiated it from European art. The concept of “otherness” that described
Indigenous tribes ultimately transforms into unique and singular forms of visual expression. The
Indigenous is part of the cultural past and present of Latin America, and the art pieces inspired
by this research and the tribes Wayuu and Okaina, touch this history and how it is understood by
people who are immersed in the Western culture. It is my hope that this work opens the viewer to
these questions, generating a dialogue about culture, pattern, and history.
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